1. To begin, go to your plug ins and select Wireframer. Then go to the folder and select Settings. Add the seventh page to your artboard by clicking the add button.
2. Select the word “Settings” and copy and paste it to the second artboard. Change the color to black and add an arrow from the first artboard.
3. Next select the blue rectangles and drag them to your artboard. Select the last rectangle, press Repeat Grid at the top right, and drag until you see one more box appear.
4. Then after ungrouping the boxes so that the words and boxes are separate, select each one using shift. Change their color using the eye dropper tool appearance. Hover over the sky image on the first artboard and select the pink color. Then decrease the opacity.
5. Finally select all of the symbols and words using shift change the color to black.
6. Next, delete Help on the last box and type Customer Support and then go back to Plug-ins and using the Icon 4 Design plug-in add a headphone icon to replace the question mark.
7. The next step to our Design is to add the prototype. To do this go to Prototype at the top right of the page and select it. From here hover over the hamburger icon and a blue arrow will appear.
8. Drag this arrow until it reaches the second page. On the right side of the page, change the settings so that Trigger is tap, Type is transition, and Animation is slide left.
9. Do the same thing to the black arrow on the second page and bring it to the first page. Use the same settings except change the Animation to slides right.
10. Now go to preview by selecting the Preview button at the top right corner of the page and select the hamburger and it will bring us to the settings page.
11. To save, select the hamburger menu and the top left of the screen and select Save As Local Document. Using this you will be able to save a copy of your product to your computer.
12. Another way to save it would be to use the cloud. To do this, select the hamburger menu again and select Save As. You will be prompted to name your document and save it as a cloud document.
13. To share, select the link Share at the top of the screen. Under Title rename your design and then select the View Setting drop down menu. Here change the settings based on how you want others to view it.
14. Lastly, under Link Access select Only Invited People. You can also use this space to create a password so that only those who have the password can see your design.
15. Once you are done select Create Link. Now you can share this with others so that they can preview your mobile app design.